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Introduction.

When E is a vector lattice and F is an order complete vector lattice, the
set of all order bounded linear mappings from E into F, which is denoted by

£ (E,F) , forms an order complete vector lattice. (cf. DJ) We tried to find

out some properties of £(E, F) and its subspaces.

1. Preliminaries.

When a real vector space E is equipped with a partial order < having the'

following properties: if ~, then x+Z<y+z for any x, y and z of E and

if a is a positive real number, then x<y implies axs;,ay, we call E an ord

ered vector space. We shall denote by E+, the set {xEElx>UJ. An ordered

vector space E is called a vector lattice if there exist the supremum xVy and
\

the infunum x/\y for every pair of elements of E. Suppose that E is a vector

lattice and xEE. We define x+=xVO, x-= (-x)+ and call them the positive

prat and the negative part, respectively, of x. The absolute value lxl of r
is defined as xV(-x). It is easy to see that x=x-+-x-; hence E=E+-E

and that Ixl=rx++x-. Let E be a vector lattice. A subset S of E is called

order bounded if it is contained in some order interval [x,yJ= {zEEIX:::;;:z<
y}. E is said to be order complete if every order bounded subset of E has the
supremum and the infimum in E. A net {xa } is said to order CQ1lVerge to r

in a vector lattice E if there exist an increasing net {YaJ and a decreasing net:

{z",} such that suP{Ya} =x=inf{%al and for any x a, there exist yp and %r such

that ypS,xa<Zr A subset S of E is said to he closed if S contains the limit
of every order convergent net in S. Suppose that E is an ordered vector spare

and that E is the direct sum of two linear subspaces M and N. E is called
the order direct sum of M and N if x>O and X=Xl+X2(XIEM; X2EN)

imply xl>8 and x2>8. A linear subspace I of a vector lattice E is called a
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lattice ideal if yEI whenever XEI and lyl<lxl. A lattice'ideal '1 of E i~ a

band if I contains the supremum of every subset of I that is bounded above

in E. Let E and F be vector lattices. A linear mapping rp :E~F is order

bounded (order continuous, respectively) if it maps every order bounded set

(order convergent net) in E to an order bounded set (order convergent net)

in F. The set of all order bounded (order continuous, respectively) linear ma

ppings from E into F is denoted by £(E, F) (£n(E, F), respectively) will be

-denoted by E" (Ec, respectively). A linear mapping rp :E~F is positive if

the image of every positive vector under rp is positive. This induces a partial

-order > in £(E, F), which is defined by rp>cf; if rp-cjJ is positive. F. Riesz

verified the following facts: (cf. [IJ) If E is a vector lattice and F is an or

-der complete vector lattice, then £ (E, F) forms an order complete vector lattice

and £n (E, F) is a closed ideal of £ (E, F). Every closed ideal of an order

eomplete vector lattece is a band. I is a band in an order complete vector

lattice E if and only if E is the order direct sum of I and another band 1'.

2. Extension of order bounded linear mappings.

When E and F are complete vector lattices and I is a closed ideal in E,

every order bounded linear mapping: I~F can be extended to the whole

space E preserving the order boundedness.

LEMMA. The projection of every order bounded set of E into I is order bo

unded in I and the projection of every order, convergent sequence into I is

. order convergent in I.

Proof. Every assertion follows from the fact that a closed ideal IS a band

.and hence E is represented as an order direct sum E=Iffi1'.

THEOREM 1. The natural restriction map () : £(E, F)~£(I,F) defined by

.(}(rp)=rp[I (rpE£(E,F)) is a surjective linear mapping and O(£(E,F)+)

~£(I,F)+.

Proof. For' the first assertion of the theorem, it suffices to show that any -rp

, E£(l,'F)+ can be extended to an element of £(E,F)+, due to the fact that

..both £ (E, F) and £ (I, F) are complete vector lattices and hence they are de

--composed into positive and negative parts. Since I is a band, E is represented

'as an order direct sum E=IEfjI'. Define q;: E~F by q;(X)=OP(Xl)' where X
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=Xl+X2, (XlEl and X2 E I'). Clearly q; maps every positive vector to a posi

tive vector; hence qJE£(E, F)+. This gives the required extension. 8(£(E, F) +)

=£(1, F)+ is obvious since I+r;;;;E+.

3. Dual mappings.

For any qJE.£(E, F), define qf: Fb~Ebby qJt(j)=foqJ (VfEFb). Clearly

<jJ(j)EEb, and hence qJt is well defined. Furthermore, qf(f)EEe if fEFe

.and qJc£n(E, F).

LEMMA. If q;E£(E, F), then qf is 15 (Fb, F) -15 (Eb, E) continuous. (cf. [2J)

THEOREM 2. If [a, b] is an order interval in Fb, then q;t [a, b] is weak*

.closed in Eb.

Proof. We shall first show that [a, b] is weak*-compact in Fb. We note

that (J (Fb, F) is the topology on Fb induced by the product topology on RF

.= IIR x , where each R x is the real line. Therefore, it suffices to show that
xEF

[a, bJ is compact in RF. Let a net {ail converges to a in RF, where each ai

E[a, b]; or equivalently, ai(x) ~a(x) for all XEF. Then clearly a is

linear. Moreover, for any xEF+ we have a(x)<a;(x)<b(x), which implies

a(x) <a (x) <b(x). Hence a is an order bounded linear functional and aE[a,

b]. Therefore, [a, b] is closed in RF. We shall reach the conclusion by sho

wing that [a, b] is a subset of a compact subset of RF. Denote the set {fERF

[Vx"F, 3"a E [a,bJ: a(x)=f(x)} by [a,b~. Since [a,bJ(x)=[a,bJ(x+-x-)

is a subset of [a, b] (x+) -[a, b] (x-). which is bounded in RI, [a, b] (x) is

compact. Then II[a,b](x)=II[a,b] (x) is compact by Tychonoff and it cont-
:t~F xEF

ains [a, b]. Hence [a, b] is compact in RF. By lemma q;t[a, bJ is weak*-com

pact in Eb, and hence weak*-closed since 15 (Eb, E) is Hausdorff. This com

pletes the proof.

COROLLARY. If [a, b] is an order interval in Fe, then qf[a, b] tS weak*

<:ompact in Ee.

Proof. An order interval of Fe is identical with that of Fb. For, consider

the order interval [a, b] in Fb, where a, bEP. If zEo:::[a, bJ, then (}<b-z<

(b-z) + (z-a) =b-aEP. Since Fe is a band in Fb, b-ZEP and hence z

EP. Therefore, [a, b]c:Fe. By theorem 2 qf[a, b] is weak*-compact in H.
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But since ~[a, bJC:Ec and q(FY, E) is the subspace topology induced by q(Eb.

E), qf[a,b] is weak*-compact in FY, and hence weak*-closed. It is not difficult
to show that all the theory discussed in this work can he applied also in the

£n(E,F).
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